SIMMONS MATTRESS SALE!

Made by SIMMONS, world's largest manufacturer of sleeping equipment, especially for LEWIS! Come in and see today. Compare it for quality and comfort with others advertised as high as $79.95. You, too, will agree it is the finest quality mattress offered at this price in years.

$388

$4.00 DOWN!
TWIN OR FULL SIZE

WASHINGTON—OR 1-1225
EWILLIOTT UPHOLSTERING

Centuries of Fine Living Room Furniture
VISIT OUR NEW SHOWROOM

TABLES — LAMPS — CARPETS

Open Evenings by Appointment

LEWIS—Fine Furniture

PHONE MI 4-4920

... Our Decorating Consultant will be pleased to assist you — no obligation

BIRMINGHAM BUSINESS BRIEFS

The Birmingham Eccentric

EDWARD J. HOLLISHEK

Pick Hollenbeck
As Head of Ford's Livonia Plant

M. J. Kelly, general manager of the Ford Motor company Advance Transmission Division, has announced the appointment of Edward J. Hollenbeck as manager of the Livonia transmission plant.

Hollenbeck has been manager of the Ypsilanti Division of the company and has served that plant in various capacities for the past 22 years.

This appointment was announced by Henry Ford II.

3 Local Winners In Verse Contest

PREVENDING outcomes have been made by Birmingham readers in verse on the three nature groups in the contest. Many stanzas were submitted, but three were selected by Mrs. G. C. McMillan, wife of a retired federal official. These are:

The winners obtained nominal prizes of $5 each. One hundred dollars in prize money was to be divided among the winners, but two were selected by Mrs. McMillan, who was the judge of the contest.

10% DISCOUNT

THROUGH OCTOBER 1st

La Belles
317 WEST MAPLE

Birm:ing:ham's Shop of Books, Stationery & Gifts

A Note To Mom . . .
McSweeney's for the Finest in Back to School Shoes

Kali-stenex
from TOTS TO TEENS
Loafers • Saddles • Straps

Scuff Toe Oxford

Suit to toe, even when worn with that licky that is "All Set".

Mocassin Toe Oxford

A style your youngster will go mad for, and one that will last for perfect fit as well as durability.

Shurley 2 Strap

For little toes that need a show she will love to wear. The perfect, uncluttered shoe.

Children's Shoes Correctly Fitted by Mr. McSweeney

McSWEENEY'S
FINE FOOTWEAR
277 Pierson
MI 4-6488

At KRESGES'S

Birmingham Eccentric

Thursday, September 1, 1953
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